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The Learning Activity Management System (LAMS) provides a web-based environment for the creation, sharing, running and monitoring of Learning Designs. A central feature of LAMS is the visual authoring environment, where educators use a drag and drop environment to create sequences of learning activities. The visualisation is based on boxes representing discrete activity tools (forum, chat, quiz, content, etc) which are connected together using arrowed lines to indicate the flow of tasks. This visual approach to authoring of Learning Design has both strengths and weaknesses: in terms of strengths, it has provided a common visual language among LAMS users for rapid adoption and sharing of instructional strategies, and a useful framework for simple linear pedagogical approaches; in terms of weaknesses, the visual simplification necessarily limits the amount of information that can be conveyed about a complex instructional design, especially those designs not easily adapted to a linear format (eg, spiral pedagogies). This paper describes the assumptions behind the LAMS visual authoring environment at the levels of both educational theory and software design, together with a review of implementation experiences among educators, including experiences from the LAMS Community. The paper concludes with reflection on future directions for visualisation of Learning Design, particularly in the area of annotation and time-based visualisation.

Overview

The Learning Activity Management System (LAMS)¹ is a web-based Learning Design system first implemented with teachers and students in 2003 (Dalziel, 2003) that continues to be developed to the present day. LAMS is used by thousands of educators in over 80 countries, is translated in 29 languages, and as at November 9th 2009 had an online community of practice (the LAMS Community) with 4,958 members and 481 community-shared designs which had been downloaded/previewed 14,313 times (Dalziel, 2009).

LAMS provides an integrated Learning Design system, incorporating an authoring environment, a runtime implementation environment for students (including a suite of activity tools – 10 in the initial V1 release, 24 in the V2.3.4 release) and a monitoring environment for teachers to track real-time student progress. The software has been through two major generations of development (Version 1: 2003-2006; Version 2 – a complete rewrite of the system: 2007-present) with the current version at the time of writing being V2.3.4.

A Learning Design authored in LAMS (typically called a “sequence”) can be exported as a file (XML only in V1; XML and resources in a zipped file in V2) which allows it to be shared with other educators either directly or through a website such as the LAMS Community. Due to problems encountered during implementation, the typical export format for LAMS sequences is similar to, but not the same as, the IMS

---

¹ The name “Learning Activity Management System” was originally chosen as an explicit departure from prevailing Learning Management Systems and their features, in that LAMS had a different focus on activities and activity sequencing rather than course and content. In practice, many educators found the name confusingly similar to Learning Management System, and often assumed the functionality was equivalent.
Learning Design specification (Dalziel, 2006), although an IMS Learning Design Level A export is available as an option.

Background – Software Design

Following the ground-breaking work of Rob Koper and colleagues on Educational Modelling Language (EML) (Koper, 2003), IMS Global Learning Consortium adopted EML as the foundation for the IMS Learning Design (IMS LD) specification (IMS, 2003). Even while the specification was being finalised, there was active development of software systems inspired by the ideas of EML and IMS LD.

At the third meeting of the Valkenburg Learning Desing implementation group in Paris, October 2002 (see Campbell, 2001), I indicated that the focus of our work would be on building a system that incorporated functioning activity tools within its run-time framework. At the time there was a general sense that this was not a good strategy for system development, as it was expected that Learning Management System (LMS) developers would configure their existing activity tools to work in Learning Design systems. I also indicated our intention to build a visual authoring environment to complement the run-time environment (Gibbs & Dalziel, 2002). The combination of authoring and run-time environments within a single system was also a departure from recommended approaches at this time (Olivier, 2004).

These early decisions proved to have an important impact on the development of LAMS, particularly the nature of its visual authoring environment. Rather than take the approach of defining an XML specification first (with all the implied richness of anticipated system functionality that this may entail), LAMS development started with the more narrow scope of actual capabilities of a run-time environment (incorporating activity tool features), and then “worked backwards” to a visual authoring environment for creating sequences of activities that could be instantiated within the existing run-time environment.

This approach had both significant negative and positive effects on the early visual authoring environment of LAMS (ie, Version 1 of LAMS). A key negative effect was to greatly constrain the range of possibilities of EML/IMS Learning Design to those learning designs with linear structures based on a suite of typical LMS-like tools (see Figure 1 for the first public example of the LAMS Authoring environment demonstrated at a Valkenburg Group meeting in Vancouver in February 2003 – from (Dalziel, 2003). The authoring environment did not provide structures for learning designs with multiple pathways (eg, automated branching by the system based on prior behaviour, or student selected multiple pathways) or those with non-linear approaches, such as spiral-style pedagogical approaches (eg, creative writing activities which involve iterative development and refinement of a text).

One small exception to the linear requirement was a feature for “Optional Activities”, where students could choose from among several different activities – but this was only a choice from among single activities at a specific point in a sequence of otherwise linear activities (see example in Figure 2). To support management of linear flows of activities, LAMS provided a “Stop Point” feature which allowed the Monitor to control the timing of release of subsequent activities to students.

A second limitation arose in the area of roles. LAMS provided a teacher and student role (with relevant functional differences in activity tool behaviour) but it did not provide automation for more sophisticated role structures. An exception to this was the “Chat and Scribe” tool which included functionality for the separate student roles of “discussants” and a “reporter” in a collaborative discussion. For completeness, it should also be noted that role descriptions could be included as textual instructions in the absence of system functionality (eg, a group of students in a forum could designate one student as the “reporter” to provide input back to the class even if the system was unaware of this role at a functional level).

Taken together, the negative impact of these limitations was to constrain LAMS authoring (in Version 1) to simple linear pedagogies with only basic roles. Nonetheless, it was possible to build sophisticated pedagogical approaches within these constraints, as a 2003 example in Figure 2 of the IMS LD specification Versailles role play illustrates [10] (although it should be noted that when implemented in LAMS, this sequence had two weaknesses compared to the IMS LD narrative description – it did not forbid students entering the negotiation areas of other groups, and it only provided random allocation of students to role groups, not teacher selection).
Figure 1: Screenshot of LAMS Authoring environment from first public demonstration at Valkenburg Group meeting, February 2003.

The positive effect of the decision to “work backwards” from run-time functionality to the authoring environment was not only that any authored design could be run with students, but authors could use a “Preview” mode to immediately see the student experience of the authored design, and change or extend their design based on the preview. Initially authors could only see a preview of their design by implementing a class session (with a dummy class) – a process that took eight steps – but in early 2005, a one-click “Preview” button was added to the LAMS Authoring environment which allowed for rapid iterative testing and development (Dalziel, 2005).

It is worth noting that the software development challenges of incorporating a “Preview”-style function into a Learning Design authoring system are considerable, as this feature requires an end-to-end infrastructure for instantiation an authored learning design (including activity tools and a sequencing engine). The history of development of other Learning Design systems illustrates the challenges of this requirement; and the ability of LAMS to provide this feature was largely due to the narrowed scope noted above.

Another factor affecting the LAMS visual authoring environment was a decision that no teacher would need to work with XML or UML within LAMS (unlike most other systems, see Olivier, 2004). One of the goals of LAMS was for the system to be rapidly used by a typical teacher with little or no training, so an anticipation of prior understanding of XML and UML was unreasonable for this target audience.
A related but more nuanced issue was that no teacher would be expected to have prior understanding of the IMS Learning Design specification in order to use LAMS. While a sequence built in LAMS could be mapped back to the core concepts of IMS Learning Design (method, roles, environments, etc), it was felt that the specification was unduly complicated and recursive to allow for rapid understanding by a typical teacher. Hence there was a need to create an alternative representational system for the concept of Learning Design as instantiated within LAMS without direct reference to the concepts denoted in IMS LD (as illustrated by systems such as ReLoad/ReCourse see Olivier, 2004).

The solution, in the case of LAMS, was to collapse the implied functionality of IMS LD around discrete activity tools, and the sequencing of these tools. Hence the “method” component in IMS LD is reduced to a visual representation of sequencing (in LAMS, this is achieved by drawing lines between activity tool boxes, with lines containing arrows representing the direction of flow over time); while the “environments” component is reduced to the available suite of specific tools, each with their own “tool-relevant” functionalities (ie, while all tools could include general text instructions/information for students, a quiz tool would contain quiz configuration features, while a forum tools would contain thread configuration features, etc). The roles component, as previously noted, was simplified to a general “student” and “teacher” role, with relevant functionality embedded in each activity tool.

Taken together, these simplifications allowed a teacher to recognise and use familiar LMS-style tools like chat, quiz, forum, etc, within an authoring environment that created linear flows of tools through the convention of drawing lines between tools to indicate progression over time (represented by arrows embedded within connecting lines).

The resulting visualisation provided information at two levels of granularity – the overview level showing the type of tools selected and their place within the flow of tasks (ie, the sequence), and then for each
individual tool (accessed by double-clicking on the tool icon), detailed information about the content/instructions for the tool, together with relevant functional settings for the chosen tool.

It is interesting to reflect in 2010 (in an era of mashups and workflow systems) just how different this approach was to other approaches to e-learning in 2003. The success of the web illustrated the potential of non-linear display of information where everything is a connected web that the user can navigate at will – and the implicit mental model of a non-linear web of interconnected content was a dominant metaphor in educational technology of this time.

Even e-learning content that was presented sequentially to students (such as SCORM courseware) was rarely represented as a linear flow to authors (with Authorware being one notable exception), and the concept of sequences of collaborative activities was very rare. During my first presentations of the LAMS Authoring environment at conferences in 2003, it was not unusual to hear an audible intake of breath during demonstrations when activities were connected into a sequence.

Hence the drag-and-drop nature of the LAMS Authoring environment, and its implicit visual language, were greatly influenced by underlying technical choices and constraints at both theoretical and practical levels.

**Background – Educational Theory**

Apart from technical goals and constraints, the visual nature of the LAMS Authoring environment was also driven by certain educational assumptions. At its most basic level, the system was an attempt to implement the concept of Learning Design (defined broadly) – in particularly the idea of a system that could represent many different instructional strategies (eg, problem-based learning, role plays, case-based reasoning, web quests, etc) within a single authoring environment.

While the simple linear framework available was unable to capture certain approaches (eg, the spiral pedagogy of the creative writing example given above), it was surprising the range of different approaches that could be represented, given some creativity in the choice of tasks and the instructions given to students. For example, clever use of research tasks (eg, using a Search Engine within the Share Resources tool) combined with an open-ended discussion forum could lead to rich constructivist-style learning experiences despite the fact that the tools were presented in a linear sequence (it is important to note that students could revisit past activities and continue work on them, so a sequence that appeared to be linear in its authoring representation might in fact involve stages of non-linear and iterative student interaction – see Figure 2 of Takayama, Ghiglione, Wilson & Dalziel (2007).

While the Preview feature was a key technical challenge, its educational goal was broader than simply a “check” on how a finished sequence would appear to students. Instead, educators who used the LAMS Authoring environment frequently reported an experience that seeing a learning design “in action” contributed to an iterative process of design, with some educators reporting a sensation of having implicit decisions in their design process made more conscious as a result of seeing the instantiated outcome (Masterman & Lee, 2005). This iterative use of LAMS Authoring and Preview seems to be the typical use of LAMS – it seems relatively rare that an author designs an entire sequence without making changes as a result of previewing the student experience.

Another educational goal of the LAMS Authoring environment was to create a common means of communication about learning designs among educators (at least for those familiar with the system). During workshops with LAMS authors it became clear that the LAMS environment had provided a common visual language among educators for talking about sequences of learning activities. Even when educators were debating an entirely face to face teaching method, they could use the LAMS representations as a common “shorthand” to make different theoretical point about the best ways to structure sequences of student learning activities.

One less successful dimension of LAMS visualisation was the capacity for denoting the purpose of activities at the overview (sequence) level. Although the text describing each activity tool could be edited (so that the “Noticeboard” tool could be renamed to “Welcome” for an introductory page at the start of a sequence – see Figure 2 for a detailed example), most LAMS sequences shared by authors retain their default tool descriptions (ie, “Noticeboard”, “Forum”, “Chat”, etc), which fails to convey their educational intent. In addition, there was no annotation capability outside of activity tools to describe the
purpose of whole sections of a design (whereas by comparison this is a strong feature of the Compendium Learning Design authoring tool (Conole, 2009). As a result, when an educator receives a LAMS sequence from another educator, he/she often has to infer the purpose of certain activities from their context and the instructions for students presented inside each tool – this is typically achieved by previewing the sequence.

**Subsequent Development**

The greatest limitation of LAMS V1 was the lack of support for multiple pathways, either in the form of system-automated branching or student selected alternative pathways. The introduction of these features required a complete rewrite of the LAMS software, leading to LAMS V2 (which provided the underlying architecture for these features) and the V2.1 release which provided features for four types of multiple pathways:

- **“Branching” (automated)**
  - Teacher allocates students to branches at run-time (via Monitor)
  - Group-based (existing student groups are mapped to branches – group membership can be randomly allocated, teacher selected or student selected)
  - Input-based (inputs from prior tools, such as quiz scores, are mapped to branches)

- **“Optional Sequences” (student chosen)**
  - Students choose to complete one or more multiple pathways

The visualisation for Branching in LAMS V2 treats a set of “branched activities” as a discrete set of activities within an overall sequence, where a summarised branching icon (large box) is created for the branched activities at the sequence level (see Figure 3 for an example), and then by double clicking on this icon, a detailed view of the branching is shown (see Figure 4). While LAMS V2 could support “branches within branches”, it was not well suited to visualising or running more than two layers of branching due to the decision to treat each set of branched activities as a discrete unit. As with other features in LAMS V1, this decision had a significant negative and positive effect.
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**Figure 3:** Screenshot of LAMS V2 Authoring environment showing a “role play” sequence, including summary branching visualisation.
The negative effect was to limit the range of pedagogical approaches that could be represented using LAMS branching. Approaches such as having brief periods of small group work within an overall class set of activities was well suited to the LAMS branching approach, as the branched activities represented a discrete “chunk” of activities within the overall sequences; however other approaches which involved students navigating many different pathways, potentially with different end points that did not “come back together” in a whole class activity, were not easily captured by this approach – for an example, see slide 14 of Derntl, Parrish & Botturi (2008) (this type of structure is often referred to as the “Choose your own adventure” approach in reference to a children’s book that allowed for many different possible endings to a story according to the reader’s choices during the story).

Hence, the positive effect was to provide a practical way of dealing with small group branched activities within a larger class sequences structure, but at the expense of more sophisticated branching structures, especially those used for navigation of multiple pathways by individual learners (as opposed to groups).

While there have been many other features added to LAMS V2 over time (such as new activity tools, video recording, naming of groups – for details, see LAMS, 2010) none of these features have a major impact on the nature of visualisation in LAMS authoring, and hence are not considered here.

**Future Developments**

Two future features currently under development are worth noting in the context of visualisation. The first is a redevelopment of the core Authoring environment using the Flex framework that will allow for a range of new visualisation features, including a “zoom in/out” feature at the sequence level, alternative activity tool palette representations (eg, clustered of activities according to the educational purpose of the activity tool, rather than alphabetically) and an annotation feature that will allow annotations to be added to any part of a sequence to provide additional educational explanations viewable at the sequence level (for an example, see slide 35 of Dalziel, 2008).
The most important impact of this redevelopment for visualisation issues is a new approach to branching where the branched activities are viewable (and editable) at the same level as the main sequence – this avoids the current two step process of editing branching inside a pop-up box that is separate from the main sequence view (and which hides the main view when open). This new feature should allow for a more coherent perspective on the whole of a sequence of activities where branched activities play an important part in the overall design, as the detail of the branched activities will be viewable at the same time as the rest of the design (not in a separate box).

The second new feature is the potential for completely different visualisations to the current “drag and drop” metaphor, but still mapped to the main sequence view. A range of possible new visualisations for LAMS were canvassed in a 2008 presentation (Dalziel, 2008), and in particular, a new “time-based” view of activities was proposed that provides a significant departure from the current visualisation approach (see Figure 5). This view is closer to the traditional Gantt chart of project management, but applied to educational activities.

There are challenges with the representation of time across multiple parallel educational activities, and this approach may not be very useful for highly asynchronous sequences – nonetheless, it is likely to have advantages for more synchronous-style activity sequences (such as those conducted in a computer lab with a class over a set time period as is common in K-12 school environments). While initially the representation would be a “read only” representation of the information in the main sequence view (with particular reliance on timing with “Stop Points” to determine the nature of the visualisation, it is anticipated that in time, it would be possible to edit the time-based visualisation in certain ways, such as extending or shortening the time period of an activity by dragging the edge of the bar associated with the activity, with the resultant changes automatically reflected back into the timing within “Stop Points” in the main sequence view.

**Figure 5:** Proposed time-based visualisation for future LAMS authoring environment.

**Conclusion**

The development of the LAMS Authoring environment, and its implicit visual language for Learning Design, is a product of key choices and constraints during to the development of the LAMS software,
particularly the decision to collapse much of the flexibility implied in EML/IMS LD into discrete activity tools within a linear sequencing framework. Despite the limitations that arise from these decisions, a range of pedagogical approaches can be represented and run within LAMS and shared with other educators. The proposed redevelopment of the LAMS Authoring environment provides an opportunity to broaden the visual language of LAMS, particularly in the way that branching activities are represented, and in the affordances of the new time-based visualisation approach.
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